MOUNT AIRY UKULELE FESTIVAL

MARCY MARXER

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2019
3:30-4:30 pm CIRCLE JAM WITH CATHY FINK AND MARCY MARXER, Intermediate and up, Andy Griffith Museum Theatre/Lower level Andy Griffith Museum
4:30-6:30 pm DINNER ON YOUR OWN
6:30-8:00 pm BYE BYE BLUES, Advanced, Marcy Marxer, Siamese Twins Exhibit/Lower level Andy Griffith Playhouse
Learn one of Roy Smeck’s biggest hits just the way he taught it to me, by ear. There will be paper backup so you don’t need to take notes. The focus will be on playing a show-stopping tune learned the old-fashioned way, by ear.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2019
9:30-10:30 am CHORD CONFIDENCE, Beginners, Marcy Marxer, Andy Griffith Playhouse
Comfortable hand positions and thinking ahead will help players glide from chord to chord with ease. Are there any chords you find particularly challenging? Bring them to class. If they’re challenging for you, they’re challenging for everyone.
10:45-12:00 pm CHORD MELODY: THE BASICS, Intermediate and up, Marcy Marxer, Andy Griffith Playhouse
Learn your first Chord Melody arrangement. “Don’t Sit Under the Apple Tree with Anyone Else but Me.” This old, fun classic song sounds great on a uke and even better with more people.
12:00-1:30 pm Lunch on your own
1:30-3:00 pm 12th STREET RAG and ROCKIN’ THE UKE, Intermediate/Advanced, Marcy Marxer, Andy Griffith Museum Theatre/Lower level Andy Griffith Museum
Learn these 2 classics by Roy Smeck, “The Wizarded of the Strings” taught to Marcy by the master himself. Includes right hand tricks and techniques.
3:15-4:30 pm GREATER CHORD CONFIDENCE #2, Intermediate to Advanced, Marcy Marxer, Siamese Twins Exhibit/Lower level Andy Griffith Playhouse
Closed Chords are magic on the ukulele. They are 4 string chords that can move anywhere on the fingerboard to become a new chord. Play closed chords with confidence by joining us as we work up and down the fingerboard.
4:30-5:00 pm Sound Check, Andy Griffith Playhouse, Instructors only
4:30-6:30 pm DINNER ON YOUR OWN
7:00-8:30 pm MOUNT AIRY UKULELE FESTIVAL INSTRUCTOR SHOWCASE, All Instructors and Students, Andy Griffith Playhouse

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2019
10:00-11:00 am GOSPEL AND BLUES JAM, Cathy Fink and Marcy Marxer, Andy Griffith Museum Theatre/Lower level Andy Griffith Museum